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INFRASTRUCTURE

T R A N S P O R TAT I O N

Masco develops cranes
for Groat Road Bridge
renovation

Ring crane hoists record
highway deliveries

One side of the Groat
Road Bridge remains
open while the Masco’s
Goliath Outdoor Gantry
Cranes perform their
work on the other side.

B Y S AU L C H E R N O S

Goliath Outdoor Gantry Cranes designed specifically for unique bridge work
B Y M AT T J O N E S

I

n 2018, the city of Edmonton announced a
major three-year renovation plan for one of
the busiest river crossings in the city, the
Groat Road Bridge. The bridge, which spans 330
metres across the Fort Saskatchewan River, had been

constructed in 1955 and it has been almost 30 years
since the last major work on the bridge. The construction is expected to extend the service life of the
bridge by at least 50 years and to improve the functionality of existing sidewalks by widening them.

continued on page 10

R E G U L AT I O N S

Shockwaves

How crane incidents in other areas affect
Canadian industry

M

ammoet, a global provider of engineered heavy lift services,
is using cranes, hydraulic jacks and massive trailers with
hundreds of wheels to help deliver several of the heaviest
loads ever transported on Alberta highways.
The loads — six in all — involve enormous mechanical and processing units for a new $3.5-billion polypropylene manufacturing
plant in Fort Saskatchewan, Alberta. The Heartland Petrochemical
Complex, a processing plant owned by Calgary-based Inter Pipeline,
will convert propane into plastic pellets for use in everything from
computers and automotive parts to food containers and clothing.
Crews literally got rolling January 6 in Edmonton at Dacro
Industries, a fabricator of resource industry equipment. Using four
300-tonne capacity hydraulic climbing jacks operating in tandem,
they loaded a 97-metre-tall, 820-tonne tube-shaped propane propylene splitter onto the high-end InterCombi trailers.
Not only is the splitter the heaviest of the six loads Mammoet is
shipping over the road for Inter Pipeline, but the provincial transportation ministry confirmed publicly this “historic super load” is
the heaviest ever carried on Alberta highways.
continued on page 8

B Y M AT T J O N E S

O

n April 27, a crane working on a Google office building in
Seattle collapsed onto the street below, crushing six cars and
killing four people. The incident attracted major attention.
As news outlets such as CNN and Global broadcast video of the
Seattle Mayor Jenny Durkan vowing to ensure that cranes in the
city are safe, the grainy dash-cam footage of the crash was being
analyzed on a variety of social media platforms. In the modern
media age, the shockwaves from a crane crashing onto the street are
likely to travel further than ever. As the official investigation into
the causes of the collapse continues, how often does the fallout from
an incident such as this impact industry in other jurisdictions?
continued on page 16
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“The unfortunate
thing about regulatory
requirements is they
all seem to be written
in blood.”
– Fraser Cocks, executive director,
British Columbia Association for Crane Safety
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Masco develops cranes for
Groat Road Bridge renovation
continued from cover

The work would require a specialized crane solution,
so Masco Crane and Hoist were contracted to deliver
one. Collaborating with Inkpen Engineering and
Drafting, they designed, drafted, engineered and fabricated two 40-metric-ton live gantry cranes capable of
operating in tandem to remove sections of the concrete
bridge decking and girders and to install new steel
structure girders. Masco named them Goliath Outdoor
Gantry Cranes.
“In the past, the typical way of doing this was to
build piers into the river bed and they would mount
big mobile cranes down there,” says Masco vice-president Steven Beck, on why gantry cranes were the ideal
solution. “To have mobile cranes down there would be
quite costly and there would be environmental impacts.
So they used the existing bridge piers to mount the
support structure for the gantries so it was a very limited environmental impact on the river, the river bank
or the surrounding area.”
There was no permanent power source on site, so
each crane was outfitted with a 125 kVA diesel generator. Masco had to build a platform to mount those
generators, as well as electrical components. Another
challenge was that the end user wanted the crane to be
able to navigate the gradeability of the bridge.
“They wanted the runway beams to follow the camber of the bridge,” says Beck. “A typical installation,
you would try and build your runway system as flat as
possible, but because of the design of the bridge, and
the design of their runway system, it had to be able to
negotiate the gradeability.”
The crane also had to have an adjustable span, as the
bridge was taken apart in two phases – one side of the
bridge would allow traffic to pass while the other side
was being worked on. But, due to the pedestrian walkway, the two spans weren’t identical. The cranes were
built to accommodate the different spans, so that once
one phase was complete, the gantry would be lifted
and turned onto the other side of the bridge.
“We’ve got a fixed leg, a permanent leg that is with an
angle brace under the girder to keep that rigid, but on
the other side we have a pivoting leg, so that leg – as it
travels down the track – is actually able to rotate around
those pins,” Beck says. “We had to do that because there
is going to be some variance in the span of the runway
system just based on the movement of the bridge structure over the duration of the project, because we’re going
from extreme cold in the winter to extreme hot in the
summer, and there’s going to be a lot of movement in all
the bridge structures, so there was some concern about
the span changing during the project. We were able to
make it pivot so that during the course of the project, if
the bridge moves, it can accommodate without having
to do a bunch of adjustments of modifications.”
Masco erected and installed them on site and did
some early testing. They also completed on-site training with all the crane operators and certified them for
use with those gantries and the specific lifts that would
be performed.
“A regular crane course is going to be about a full-day
course for this type of application and capacity of crane,”
says Masco CEO Matt Beck. “This was a two-day course
that was put on right at the bridge itself, day one was in
the classroom with all of the operators going through the
legislations, safe operating practices and how these cranes
will operate in their safety features. Day two, we spent
the entire day on the bridge deck, taking the operators
through how to do a correct pre-shift inspection, how to
start the cranes up, how to do lifts. It’s definitely a little
bit different in that the cranes are very specific for these
applications, right down to how they start up, how they
use them, operating the remote controls in tandem and
all the different safety features.”
Masco started fabrication in early May 2018 and
started installation in mid-November. By January
2019, the gantries were fully installed, tested and in
use. The Goliath Outdoor Gantry Cranes are expected
to be in use on the bridge well into 2020.

SAFETY

A focused approach
to pump truck safety

E

mployers, supervisors and workers all share a
responsibility and play an essential role in the safe
placement, operation and inspection of concrete
pump trucks.
Concrete pump trucks are part of WorkSafeBC’s Crane
Inspection Initiative, which sees prevention officers focusing on the pump trucks’ major inspectional requirements,
safe set-up location, operation, and maintenance, to help
prevent injuries from occurring.
The Crane Inspection initiative is one of 17 industry
initiatives designed to align prevention efforts with specific industries that present a high risk of serious injury
to workers. From 2013 to November 2018, WorkSafeBC
accepted 104 time-loss claims, and there was one workrelated death in the concrete pumping industry.
Work sites with concrete pump trucks are often congested, with multiple pieces of complex equipment working
simultaneously. In many cases, the soil has been disturbed
or major excavations are underway.
There are a number of variables to consider in the evaluation of a safe pump truck set-up location:
• Has the pump-truck set-up location been identified and
evaluated for potential hazards?
• Are there traffic control arrangements to allow the pump
truck to arrive and set up at the workplace?
• Have overhead power lines and underground utilities
been located, identified and considered?
• Can the machine’s outriggers be fully extended and set?
• Is the pump truck being set up adjacent to an excavation,
shot concrete wall or elevated structure?
• Is there appropriate outrigger cribbing available at the
workplace?
• Are there overlapping equipment procedures and communication in place?
Failures related to the set-up location, poor ground conditions, insufficient cribbing or short-rigging outriggers on
concrete pump trucks are a risk on worksites.
WorkSafeBC is working with all parties — the prime
contractor, sub-contractor, concrete-placing crew and
concrete pump-truck owner/operator — to review what’s
required to ensure a safe machine arrives on site and is correctly set up in a safe work environment.

Concrete pump trucks can flip over due to ground condition instability. The truck has to be level so the boom
and slewing mechanism aren’t stressed. If the ground fails
with the boom extended, the pump truck will roll over. The
trucks can reach up to 70 metres, and the industry trend
is towards larger trucks with farther reach, which further
heightens the risk.
It’s imperative that owner/operators read the manufacturer’s instructions. The instructions confirm safe set-up
and operating procedures for the machine, including maximum outrigger loading force, and identify the outrigger
cribbing size that must be used for specific soil conditions.
Correct set-up and placement are both requirements
under Part 20 Construction, Excavation and Demolition,
of B.C.’s Occupational Health and Safety Regulation.
WorkSafeBC officers who conduct inspections on pump
trucks will also be confirming that annual inspectional
requirements are met. The regulation requires pump trucks
be inspected in accordance with the CSA Z151-2009
Standard.
The standard requires that pump trucks’ critical components, including structural, mechanical and control elements, be inspected annually. Employers are also asked
to provide documentation confirming all critical machine
components have been inspected and that a professional
engineer has certified them as safe for use.
This information is covered in sections 20.26.3 and
20.47 of the regulation.
WorkSafeBC works in collaboration with the industry
association, ConcreteBC. Members of the association and
WorkSafeBC organized four training and education events
in 2017 and 2018. These events entailed the exchange of
industry information and regulatory requirements, with the
goal of helping to prevent future concrete pump-truck
incidents from occurring.
Learn more at worksafebc.com.
WorkSafeBC resources: Guidelines Part
20 – Concrete Pumping WorkSafeBC
Bulletin.
Doug Younger

Doug Younger is an occupational safety
officer with WorkSafeBC.

